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SkyPrint for Acumatica
Wireless Barcode Label Printing Right from the Scanco
WMS App
Increase your employees’ productivity, precision, and accuracy.
Demand is growing for devices that are mobile, intelligent and connected to the cloud. This emerging
need calls for new technologies and solutions. In response, Scanco has created SkyPrint, a wireless mobile barcode
label printer solution for your Acumatica WMS mobile app. Tailored to how they work and the job they do, SkyPrint is
ideal for warehouse employees that need to be mobile.
Mobility solutions such as SkyPrint bring to Distribution and Manufacturing operations process optimization and
supply chain visibility, among others. The mobile worker is now a connected node integrated to the system, sensing
and collecting data to act with insight. Customer service levels are improved, and ultimately a more profitable
business through gained productivity and visibility.

SkyPrint Specs and Requirements
Currently supports all ZPL based printers, but we strongly encourage LAN based
printers.
Printing is supported in all versions of Acumatica: 5.3, 6.0, 6.1.
We require a warehouse where ZPL printer is installed to have 1 Windows-based
PC computer, where SkyPrint Print Director needs to be installed. When using
multiple physical locations (i.e. multiple networks), each location would have to
have its own Windows Based PC to install the SkyPrint Print Director onto it. Each
SkyPrint Print Director needs to be licensed to Scanco individually, so multiple
locations = multiple SkyPrint licenses. We do not limit the number of printers that
can be used in each of the locations.

About Scanco
Since 1989, Scanco has been a leading provider of supply chain automation software and services. Since our inception, we have focused on innovative
warehouse management solutions with a unique technology-driven approach. Our solutions deliver unequaled efficiency and visibility for distribution and
manufacturing companies around the globe.
From basic barcoding to the most complex distribution and manufacturing operations- Scanco software is positioned to grow with our customers everchanging business needs. We are focused on providing top-tier, fully integrated automation solutions built specifically for your ERP solution. Today,
thousands of world-class distribution and manufacturing companies have automated their facilities with cutting-edge Scanco technology.
To learn more about our Acumatica solutions or to schedule a live product demonstration contact us at sales@scanco.com
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